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Trip destination prediction is an area of increasing importance in many applications such as trip
planning, autonomous driving and electric vehicles. Even though this problem could be naturally
addressed in an online learning paradigm where data is arriving in a sequential fashion, the majority
of research has rather considered the offline setting. In this paper, we present a unified framework for
trip destination prediction in an online setting, which is suitable for both online training and online
prediction. For this purpose, we develop two clustering algorithms and integrate them within two
online prediction models for this problem.
We investigate the different configurations of clustering algorithms and prediction models on a
real-world dataset. By using traditional clustering metrics and accuracy, we demonstrate that both the
clustering and the entire framework yield consistent results compared to the offline setting. Finally,
we propose a novel regret metric for evaluating the entire online framework in comparison to its
offline counterpart. This metric makes it possible to relate the source of erroneous predictions to
either the clustering or the prediction model. Using this metric, we show that the proposed methods
converge to a probability distribution resembling the true underlying distribution and enjoy a lower
regret than all of the baselines.
Keywords Trip destination prediction · destination clustering · online learning · Bayesian destination
prediction · expert model
1 Introduction
In today’s society almost all newly produced cars are equipped with some sort of built-in navigation system using
GPS-based data. Consequently, new research areas has emerged in data analytics for transport systems due to the large
amount of geospatial data being shared over cellular networks. One such area is future route and destination prediction,
which has been heavily focused on in the last decade. Being able to accurately predict the future location and/or route
of a vehicle has some obvious advantages for individual vehicles, e.g. avoiding traffic congestion, estimating travel
time and electric range, etc. For the same reason, it can also be beneficial for the Traffic Management Centers (TMC)
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to better estimate future traffic situations. Other applications may include any Location-Based Services (LBS), e.g.
personalized advertising.
To the best of our knowledge, [2] is one of the first works on the topic of predicting user destination from historical
GPS-data. Their model can be split into two parts: (i) clustering the raw GPS-points into candidate destination, (ii)
using a Markov model with the candidate locations as states to predict the next destination. This methodology, wherein
the candidate locations are first found from historical GPS-logs and later used in a graphical model (some variants of
Markov models) has since been adopted by a number of subsequent works [18, 1, 15, 20].
In [18], a Hidden Markov model (HMM) is built using the links obtained by mapping GPS position to a map database.
For an on-going trip, this model can be used to find both the next road link and the next sequence of road links that is
most likely. In other words, it can be used to predict the most likely future route/destination of an on-going trip. In order
to make the model independent of a map database, [1] suggested to consider support points along traversed routes, e.g.
intersections that could differentiate between possible destinations. Using the support points as observable states and
the candidate locations as hidden states, an HMM is built and used to predict the destination of trips. Other approaches
that have been investigated include similarity matching between the current trip and previously stored trips. [13] suggest
to predict the route by applying string matching techniques to a database of stored routes. [8] present a similarity
algorithm to cluster similar trips using hierarchical clustering and then predict the most likely route/destination.
A more recent work in the area include [15], wherein a probabilistic Bayesian model conditioned on the origin and
current road link is used to predict the future destination. In [5] the authors develop a Bayesian framework to model route
patterns, and present a model based on Markov Chains to probabilistically predict the route/destination of an ongoing
trip. Perhaps the closest related work is [7], wherein a KNN-model is used to find the most important destinations and
a Markov chain model is used to make predictions. Both the available destinations and the Markov chain transitions
are updated in an online setting. However, they do not use an explicit destination clustering method, and their online
model is simply based on counting and in their evaluations they use only accuracy. Finally, [4] propose an offline trip
destination model based on trip histories in an evaluation set and the neighboring user trips. We note that destination
prediction can be employed by trip planning methods, e.g. in [11], which propose effective plans for given sources and
destinations.
1.1 Problem description
In this work we consider the problem of trip destination prediction. We denote the full trip history of an individual user
by Xu. An individual trip will be referred to as xu(i), for i = 1, . . . , Nu, where Nu is the length of the trip history,
i.e. the number of trips available for that user. Each trip consists of GPS-coordinates, i.e. the latitude and longitude
pair of the source and destination. Let Xu(i) = {xsu(i), xdu(i)}, where xsu(i) and xdu(i) represent the source and the
destination of trip xu(i). One can also form Xsu and X
d
u, which are the concatenation of all sources and destination




The task of trip destination prediction can be considered in an online or an offline setting, which are two very different
ways of approaching the task. In the offline setting, one would train a model on the full trip history Xsu and X
d
u in order
to predict all future trips. However, in the online setting one does not assume to have access to the full trip history, and
instead consider the trips arriving in a sequential fashion. In other words, the prediction of xdu(i) from x
s
u(i) is made
after having observed all trips Xu(i′) for i′ < i and once the actual trip Xu(i) is observed the model is immediately
updated. The problem in this setting then becomes to perform as good as possible in comparison to the offline model
trained on the full trip history.
1.2 Contribution
All the previous works assume that the prediction model is separated from the formation of the prediction space, i.e. the
clustering of candidate locations. Thus, they consider the clustering as a preprocessing step, and then narrow down the
trips that are being considered to only the frequent trips. Even in the few cases where the clustering has been mentioned
and explored explicitly, it has not been reflected in the evaluation of the final model. Furthermore, almost all of the
previous works have assumed an offline setting for their model, fully investigating their model after it has been trained
on a full dataset.
In this paper, the goal is to develop and investigate a unified framework, fully suitable for online training and prediction.
For this purpose, two novel online clustering algorithms are used with two different online prediction models, which
enables the entire framework to be investigated in an online setting. The two clustering algorithms are adaptations of an
incremental variant of the DBSCAN clustering algorithm. Instead of storing all previously seen points, the two proposed
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algorithms store centroids belonging to the different clusters as well as the outlier points. The first prediction model
used is a probabilistic Bayesian model, using sequential updating for its parameters. The second prediction model is an
adaptation of an expert model, where the set of available experts is dynamic. Both models yield a distribution over the
possible destinations, which can be compared to the true distribution obtained by the offline model.
The different configurations of clustering algorithm and prediction model are investigated on a real-world dataset.
At first, the clustering algorithms are evaluated using supervised clustering metrics, where the offline DBSCAN is
considered the true clustering. Secondly, the entire framework is evaluated using accuracy, which is traditionally used
for trip destination prediction. It is shown that these configurations are yielding consistent results to the offline model
on unseen data. Furthermore, the online framework is evaluated using a novel metric based on the Hellinger distance,
such that it is possible to relate the source of erroneous predictions to either the clustering or the prediction model.
From this, it is possible to observe that the learning improves as more trips are added.
2 Offline trip prediction
In this section, we introduce an offline prediction model. The offline model will serve as the baseline, to which the
proposed online model will be compared. Our model is adopted from the methodology proposed by [2], which suggests
to first use clustering to find candidate locations and then estimate the transition probabilities between each of the found
locations.
2.1 Clustering
For clustering, we use DBSCAN which is a simple yet effective density based method. It does not require to fix the
number of clusters in advance and is also robust to outliers. It has also been shown to work well on low dimensional data
and the data being considered here is 2-dimensional (latitude/longitude). Further, this method also has the advantage of
making the clusters easy to interpret in terms of the choice of parameter values. The algorithm takes two parameters, ε
which is the minimum distance between points to be considered in the same neighborhood, andm which is the minimum
number of points required in a neighborhood to form a cluster. Since the trip history Xu consists of GPS-coordinates, a
suitable distance metric is the Haversine distance. The Haversine distance [16] between two points, x and y, consisting
of latitude/longitude is defined as
DISTANCE(x, y) = 2 arcsin
(√
f1(xlat, ylat) + f2(xlong, ylong)
)
,
Here we have used the short-hand notation:













Ideally, it should not matter whether one chooses to cluster the sources Xsu or X
d
u, since the end of one trip corresponds
to the beginning of another. However, one recurring problem when working with GPS-data is the initial time it takes for
the GPS receiver to acquire the satellite signal. This delay is usually in the range between 10 to 60 seconds, but could
be as long as a couple of minutes, which makes the source of every trip more uncertain than the destination. Thus, it is
reasonable to use Xdu to form the clusters and find the candidate locations.
Clustering all destinations in Xdu using DBSCAN returns the cluster labels C
d
u for the destinations, where c
d
u(i) for
i = 1 . . . , Nu is used to denote the label of an individual trip destination. Further, let the set of all cluster labels be
denoted by Mu = {0, . . . ,K − 1}, i.e. cdu(i) ∈ Mu ∪ {−1}, where cdu(i) = −1 corresponds to an outlier. One still
needs to find the corresponding cluster labels of the source of each trip, i.e. Csu, even though they were not used in the
clustering procedure. For the reasons already mentioned (robustness of the source), one cannot simply assign the source
to a cluster if the distance to a dense neighborhood is less than ε. Instead, whenever there are two or more clusters, we
compute Csu according to Alg. 1, which essentially assigns a cluster label to c
s
u(i) if the closest cluster is δ times closer
than the second closest cluster, and otherwise it is considered an outlier.
2.2 Bayesian prediction model
After the clustering procedure, the entire trip history can be represented with the cluster labels Csu and C
d
u for the
sources and destinations respectively. All the transitions made by the user u are csu(i) → cdu(i) for i = 1, . . . , Nu,
where csu(i), c
d
u(i) ∈Mu ∪ {−1}.
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Algorithm 1 Find the corresponding cluster label csu(i) of the source of a trip xsu(i).
Input: Set of cluster labels Mu, source xsu(i)
Parameters: distance threshold δ
Find two closest clusters c1, c2 ∈Mu with distances d1 < d2 from xsu(i)





First of all, consider the user-specific distribution of the destination p(cdu), where p(c
d
u) = k represents the probability
of the destination being k ∈Mu ∪ {−1}. Next, consider the distributions when the destination is conditioned on the
source, i.e. p(cdu|csu). Now, p(cdu = k|csu = j) with j, k ∈ Mu ∪ {−1}, represents the probability of the destination
being k given that the trip starts at j.
We assume that the distribution p(cdu) and all of the conditional distributions p(c
d
u|csu) follow categorical distributions.
That is, p(cdu) ∼ Cat(K + 1,Λ) with event probabilities Λ = (Λ−1,Λ0, . . . ,ΛK−1), and p(cdu|csu = j) ∼ Cat(K,λj)
with event probabilities λj = (λj,−1, λj,0, . . . , λj,K−1). The event probabilities are interpreted as Λk = p(cdu = k) for
p(cdu), as well as λjk = p(c
d
u = k|csu = j) for p(cdu|csu). In the following subsection, we describe how to estimate the
parameters of Λ and λj for j = −1, 0 . . . ,K − 1.
2.2.1 Parameter estimation
We admit a Bayesian approach to estimate the parameters. In this approach, we use a prior distribution over Λ and λj
for all j = −1, 0, . . . ,K − 1, after which Bayes’ rule can be used to update the posterior distribution. Starting with
Λ, assume that p(Λ|β) follows a Dirichlet distribution with some concentration parameters β = (β−1, β0, . . . , βK−1).





where β’s are the hyperparameters. The two terms in the numerator, i.e. p(Cdu|Λ) and p(Λ|β), are often referred to
as the likelihood and the prior distribution respectively. On the other hand, the denominator p(Cdu|β) is the marginal
likelihood, or evidence, which refers to the distribution once the parameter Λ has been marginalized out.
Using the fact that the Dirichlet distribution is the conjugate prior to the categorical distribution, it holds that
p(Λ|Cdu, β) ∼ Dir(K + 1, n + β), where n = (n−1, n0, . . . , nK−1) and nj is the number of trips ending in j.
Essentially, the hyperparameters β can be treated as pseudocounts in the model. In other words, the event probabilities
Λ are set to
Λj =
nj + βj∑
j nj + βj
for j = −1, 0, . . . ,K − 1.
Estimating λj for j = −1, 0 . . . ,K − 1 follows a similar procedure as when estimating Λ. Given a single value of j,
assume that p(λj |αj) follows a Dirichlet distribution with hyperparameters αj = (αj,0, . . . , αj,K−1). According to
Bayes’ rule the posterior p(λj |C{j}u , αj) is determined by








where C{j}u is used to denote all trips starting in j. Using conjugacy, it holds that p(λj |C{j}u , αj) ∼ Dir(K+1, n̂j +αi),




j njk + αjk
,
and once again αjk can be interpreted as pseudocounts.
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We note that setting the hyperparameters to zero in a distribution will yield the maximum likelihood estimate of the
corresponding event probabilities. However, this would imply that all the transitions not present in the dataset will have
a zero probability of occurring in the model, e.g. αjk = 0 and njk = 0 would result in λjk = p(cdu = k|csu = j) = 0.
3 Online trip prediction
In this section, we extend the offline prediction model to an online setting. The trip history of a user, Xu, will now
arrive one trip at a time, which the offline model cannot handle. The offline clustering requires the entire Xu to find the
candidate location, and the prediction model requires the cluster labels Cu to estimate the transition probabilities. Thus,
to make the entire pipeline online, both the clustering and the prediction model have to be adapted appropriately.
3.1 Online clustering
Online variants of different clustering algorithms have already been proposed in the literature, e.g. an incremental
variant of DBSCAN is proposed by [6]. Inspired by this incremental adaptation of DBSCAN, we propose two different
variants of a clustering algorithm to cluster points online. The main difference is that instead of storing the core points,
these variants store core centroids and keeps track of the number of samples within a specified radius. Both variants take
the same parameters as the original DBSCAN algorithm, i.e. m and ε, representing the minimum number of samples in
a cluster and the minimum distance threshold respectively.
For every new point xdu(i) that arrives, the point is clustered and c
d
u(i) is obtained as a result of the clustering. In order
to determine csu(i), we employ the same approach as in the offline setting. That is, in order to assign a label, the closest
cluster has to be at least δ times closer than the second closest one, and otherwise it is considered an outlier.
3.1.1 Online DBSCAN 1
The first variant presented in Alg. 2 takes an additional parameter r, which is used to determine the radii of the centroids
that are stored. When r → 0, the centroids will naturally become points, in which case the method will behave as the
incremental adaptation of DBSCAN in [6]. The centroids are stored as (cq, nq, lq), where the elements are the centroid
itself, the number of points it contains, and the cluster label of the centroid respectively. All non-clustered points are
stored as (xs, ns, ts), where the elements are the point itself, the number of neighbors, and the timestamp of the point
respectively.
Algorithm 2 Online clustering - V1
Input: New point x, and timestamp t
Parameters: distance threshold ε, minimum number of points in a cluster m, radii fraction r (i.e. r · ε is the radii of the
centroids)
Stored: non-clustered points P = {(xs, ns, ts)}Ss=1,
centroids C = {(cq, nq, lq)}Qq=1
1: Px = {(xs, ns, ts) ∈ P | DISTANCE(x), xs) < ε}
2: for (xs, ns, ts) ∈ Px do
3: ns ← ns + 1
4: end for
5: q∗ = arg min
q
DISTANCE(x, cq)
6: if DISTANCE(x, cq∗) < r · ε then
7: nq∗ ← nq∗ + 1
8: else
9: Nx = {nq | (cq, nq, ·) ∈ C,DISTANCE(x, cq) < (r + 1) · ε}
10: nx = |Px|+
∑
nq∈Nx nq
11: px = (x, nx, t)
12: P ← P ∪ {px}
13: end if
14: CHECKFORNEWCENTROIDS(Px ∪ {px})
15: DELETEOLDPOINTS(t)
Whenever a new point arrives, at first, we check for neighboring points and add the new point as a neighbor to the
existing points (line 1-4). Now, if the closest centroid contains the point, then the new point is simply added to the
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existing centroid (line 5-7). Otherwise, the number of neighbors of the new point is computed, after which the new
point is added to the non-clustered points (line 9-12).
Next, the function CHECKFORNEWCENTROIDS(Px ∪ {px}) looks at all non-clustered points in Px as well as the
possible new point px and finds the points that should be upgraded to a centroid (line 14). This is the case for all points
where ns ≥ m− 1. Depending on whether the neighbors are part of an existing centroid or not, three different scenarios
can occur:
1. Only neighbors in P : Add the centroid to a new cluster.
2. Neighbors in a single cluster: Add the centroid to the existing cluster.
3. Neighbors in multiple clusters: Merge the existing clusters and add the centroid to it.
Finally, all points that are too old according to the function DELETEOLDPOINTS(t) are removed from P (line 15).
3.1.2 Online DBSCAN 2
The second variant, shown in Alg. 3, does not have any additional parameters and the stored elements are slightly
different. All non-clustered points are still stored as (xs, ns, ts). However, the centroids are now stored as (ck, nk, εk),
where the first two elements remain the centroid itself and the number of points it contains, but the third element is now
the centroid radius. In this variant, there will be only a single centroid for each cluster, but the centroid will continuously
grow when new points are encountered, i.e. the individual centroid radius will increase. In this way, this variant is rather
similar to the K-means clustering.
Algorithm 3 Online clustering - V2
Input: New point x, and timestamp t
Parameters: distance threshold ε, minimum number of points in a cluster m
Stored: non-clustered points P = {(xs, ns, ts)}Ss=1,
centroids C = {(ck, nk, εk)}Kk=1
1: Px = {(xs, ns, ts) ∈ P | DISTANCE(x), xs) < ε}
2: for (xs, ns, ts) ∈ Px do
3: ns ← ns + 1
4: end for
5: k∗ = arg min
k
DISTANCE(x, ck)− εk
6: if DISTANCE(x, ck∗)− εk∗ < 0 then
7: nk∗ ← nk∗ + 1
8: else
9: Nx = {nk | (ck, nk, ·) ∈ C,DISTANCE(x, ck)− εk∗ < ε}
10: nx = |Px|+
∑
nk∈Nx nx
11: px = (x, nx, t)
12: P ← P ∪ {px}
13: end if
14: UPDATECLUSTERS(Px ∪ {px})
15: DELETEOLDPOINTS(t)
Many of the steps of this algorithm are identical to the 2. The main difference is the individual radius of each centroid,
εk, which makes a difference when computing the closest cluster (line 5). The only other change is that the function
CHECKFORNEWCENTROIDS has been replaced by UPDATECLUSTERS (line 14). This functionplays a similar role
and looks at all non-clustered points in Px and finds the points that can be used to update the centroids, i.e. those with
ns ≥ m− 1. Once again, depending on whether the neighbors are part of an existing centroid or not, three different
scenarios can occur:
1. Only neighbors in P : Create a new cluster.
2. Neighbors in a single centroid: Update the existing centroid, i.e. the radius εk, to contain the point.
3. Neighbors in multiple centroids: Merge the existing centroids, i.e. update the centroid ck and radius εk to
cover all of the previous centroids as well as the new point.
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3.2 Bayesian model
We adapt the offline prediction model to the online setting. The difference is that the set of all cluster labels now can
change with every new trip that is observed, i.e. Mu has to be replaced with Mu(i). Here, Mu(i) represents the set of
all cluster labels at timestep i, i.e. after trip xu(i) as well as all previous trips have been observed. This renders the
distributions to be time dependent and dynamic.
Consider the distribution of the destination, pi(cdu), where pi(c
d
u = k) represents the probability of the destination
being k ∈Mu(i)∪ {−1} at timestep i. Assume it follows a categorical distribution, i.e. pi(cdu) ∼ Cat(K(i) + 1,Λ(i)),
where both the event probabilities Λ(i) and the number of possible cluster labels K(i) depend on i in this setting. These
event probabilities are still interpreted as Λk(i) = pi(cdu = k).
Similarly, conditioning the destination on the source, pi(cdu|csu), where pi(cdu = k|csu = j) with j, k ∈Mu(i) ∪ {−1}
represents the probability of the destination being k given that the trip starts at j at timestep i. Assume that this follows
a categorical distribution, i.e. pi(cdu|csu) ∼ Cat(K(i) + 1, λj(i)), with the number of possible clusters K(i) and event
probabilities λj(i). The event probabilities are once again interpreted as λjk(i) = pi(cdu = k|csu = j).
3.2.1 Parameter estimation
In this setting, we can still update the posterior distribution of Λ(i) and λj(i) using Bayes’ rule. However, here we
employ sequential Bayesian updating, which works by letting the prior distribution in each timestep be the posterior
distribution of the previous timestep. In detail, looking at Λ(i), the update rule can be written as
p(Λ(i+ 1) | Cdu[i+ 1], β) =
pi(c
d
u(i+ 1) | Λ(i), β, Cdu[i])p(Λ(i) | Cdu[i], β)
p(cdu(i+ 1) | β,Cdu[i])
,
where [i] is used to denote trip i and all previous trips, whereas (i) is used to denote the specific trip i.
There is one problem with this formulation, however, since Λ(i+ 1) and Λ(i) do not necessarily have the same number
of classes/clusters. This means that the prior p(Λ(i) | Cdu[i], β) needs to be changed to the following
p̂(Λ(i) | Cdu[i], β) ∼ Dir(K(i+ 1) + 1, Λ̂(i)),
where Λ̂(i) should be computed from Λ(i). This is feasible, since the clustering algorithms in Alg. 2 and Alg. 3 return
the updates from the clustering when creating new centroids. This leads to the following scenarios for Λ̂(i):
• New cluster label, k̂: Λ̂k(i) = Λk(i) for all k ∈Mu(i) ∪ {−1} and Λ̂k̂(i) = βk̂ is initialized,
• Single cluster: Λ̂k(i) = Λk(i) for all k,




Thus, the final update is written as
p(Λ(i+ 1) | Cdu[i+ 1], β) =
pi(c
d
u(i+ 1) | Λ(i), β, Cdu[i])p̂(Λ(i) | Cdu[i], β))
p(cdu(i+ 1) | β,Cdu[i])
,
Since the Dirichlet distribution is conjugate prior to the Categorical distribution, it holds that p(Λ(i+1)|Cdu[i+1], β) ∼
Dir(K(i+ 1) + 1, n(i+ 1) + β), where n(i+ 1) = (n−1(i+ 1), n0(i+ 1), . . . , nK(i+1)−1(i+ 1)) and nj(i+ 1) is
the number of trips in Cdu[i+ 1] ending in j up until timestep i+ 1.
A similar approach can be performed for the conditional distributions with λj(i). One will then end up with the update
rule
p(λj(i+ 1) | C{j}u [i+ 1], αj) =
pi(C
{j}
u (i+ 1) | λj(i), αj , C{j}u [i])p̂(λj(i) | C{j}u [i], αj))
p(C
{j}
u (i+ 1) | αj , C{j}u [i])
,
where the notation C{j}u has once again been used to denote all trips starting in j. Again, it holds that p(λj(i +
1)|C{j}u [i+ 1], αj) ∼ Dir(K(i+ 1) + 1, n̂j(t+ 1) +αj) due to conjugacy, where n̂j(t+ 1) = (nj,−1(i+ 1), nj,0(i+
1), . . . , nj,K(i+1)−1(i + 1)) and njk(i + 1) is the number of transitions from j to k up until timestep i + 1. Finally,
setting αjk = 0 would result in the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters.
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3.3 Expert model
Another option for the prediction model in the online framework is to use an expert model, as presented in [3]. All
expert model requires a set of experts and a reward function. In our case, the action set correspond to the set of possible
destinations and the reward is 1 if an expert makes the correct prediction, and 0 otherwise. More precisely, expert
models, or learning with expert advice, is an online learning approach where the rewards in each timestep are known for
all available actions. In this section, we adapt this approach to our trip destination problem, where we address several
issues such as a dynamic action set.
[12] presents an algorithm called Follow the Awake Leader (FTAL), which considers the expert setting with a dynamic
set of available actions at every timestep. It introduces the concept of sleeping experts, which means that the experts
are allowed to "sleep" for some periods of time, i.e. they are not available at those specific time periods. With some
modifications we adapt it to our setup. We consider the following assumptions:
1. There is an infinite number of sleeping experts,
2. Once an expert wakes up, it will stay awake.
3. Experts can merge.
The modified algorithm is described in Alg. 3, where the action set Ai would correspond to our cluster space
Mu(i) ∪ {−1} and the different experts are the possible k ∈ Mu(i) ∪ {−1} options. For each new trip, the actions
played previously are first put in a set A (line 3). If A is empty, then a random expert is played, and otherwise the
expert with the highest average reward is selected (line 4-6). The rewards are obtained for all available actions, and the
stored parameters are updated (line 9-11). Finally, the function UPDATEACTIONSET(Ai−1) is used to update the set
of available actions. However, since Ai would correspond to our state space Mu(i), it is obtained as a result of the
clustering. In this setup, each expert suggests performing a single specific action all the time, i.e. expert k would always
Algorithm 4 Online expert model
Parameters: Ai is the set of available action at time i, zk is the cumulative reward for action k, nk is the number of
consecutive timesteps action k has been available
1: Initialize A0, and nk = 0, zk = 0 for all k ∈ A0
2: for i = 1, . . . , Nu do
3: A = {k ∈ Ai−1 : nk > 0}
4: if A = ∅ then
5: Play random available expert k, or none
6: else
7: Play expert k∗ = arg maxk∈A(zk/nk)
8: end if
9: Observe reward Rk for all k ∈ Ai−1
10: zk ← zk +Rk for all k ∈ Ai−1
11: nk ← nk + 1 for all k ∈ Ai−1
12: Ai ← UPDATEACTIONSET(Ai−1)
13: end for
predict k.
Similar to the Bayesian model, there will be one expert model that considers all trips, as well as one expert model
conditioned on each of the starting locations. In fact, the main difference between these prediction models is the way
that a destination is selected. In the Bayesian approach, the average is taken over the total number of trips, whereas in
the expert model it is taken over the number of trips while the destination has been available. One advantage that this
approach have over the Bayesian approach is one can experiment with the definition of the rewards without changing
the model itself. It is also common for expert models to be accompanied with a regret bound, which is provided in
[12] for FTAL. On the other hand, with the Bayesian approach it is possible to define priors if one has access to prior
information. There is also an intuitive way to include uncertainty in the predictions.
3.4 Regret
A common way to investigate the performance of online learning methods is to look at the regret of the model as a
function of the number of trips used for training. Here, we define the regret in comparison to the offline model being
trained on the entire trip history, and then evaluated on the very same data. Let p∗ be the true discrete distribution
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conditioned on the source locations, and let pi be the corresponding predicted distribution at timestep i. The squared












However, this formulation assumes that both distributions are defined on the same probability space X , which does not
necessarily hold in our case.
Let pi be defined on X ′i and p∗ on X and assume that there is a surjective function f : X → X ′i , i.e. ∀x′ ∈ X ′i ,∃x ∈ X
such that f(x) = x′. Further, let f c(x) = |{x′ ∈ X |f(x′) = f(x)}| denote the number of elements x′ ∈ X such that
f(x′) = f(x), i.e. the number of elements in X that maps to f(x) ∈ X ′i . Then, one way to define the squared Hellinger











































We consider this formulation from this point forward.
We split the metric into two sub-errors, H2d(p
∗, pi) and H2s (p
∗, pi), representing the distributional error and state-space

















which essentially implies that pi(x′) should be equal to the sum of p∗(x) for all x ∈ X such that f(x) = x′. The
state-space error can then be implicitly defined as
H2s (p
∗, pi) := H
2(p∗, pi)−H2d(p∗, pi).
Note that this is only properly defined if H2(p∗, pi) ≥ H2d(p∗, pi), which is not trivially true for the parts of the sum
where f c(x) > 1. However, the following theorem shows that this indeed holds.
Theorem 1. Given that
1. p = [p1, . . . , pk] is the true distribution over a subset of k different states,
2. q = [q/k, . . . , q/k] is the predicted distribution over the same k states
then H2(p, q) ≥ H2d(p, q).
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Looking only at the first terms in these expression, one notices that it is a scaled down version of the original problem.



















pj + kpi ⇐⇒
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j=1,j 6=i
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where the last inequality is trivially true. Thus, we concluded that H2(p, q) ≥ H2d(p, q).













i.e. the cumulative squared Hellinger distance.
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4 Experiments
In this section, we investigate and evaluate the online trip prediction framework, i.e. both the clustering technique and
the prediction model, on a real-world dataset. The clustering is mainly evaluated using the well known cluster metrics,
in order to understand how the clusters of the online clustering evolve as more trips are observed. The online prediction
models, and the full online framework, are instead evaluated in comparison to the offline pipeline using the accuracy on
a held out test set. Furthermore, they are evaluated using a novel regret metric based on the Hellinger distance, which
evaluates the similarity between the predicted and the true distribution of destinations.
4.1 Data
In this paper, we use the real-world data collected in [10]. It consists of over 700 GPS-tracked vehicles registered either
in the county of Västra Götaland or in Kungsbacka municipality. These are located in the south-western part of Sweden
and include Gothenburg, which is the second largest city of the country.
A dataset consisting of trips for each of the vehicles is extracted from the original GPS-logs. This was done by defining
the end of a trip as the loss of GPS fixation, i.e., when the vehicle has been turned off. In addition, a vehicle speed of
less than 0.1 km/h for 10 minutes was also used to signify the end of a trip. Finally, two consecutive trips have been
merged if the time between them is less than 10 seconds.
Figure 1: Gaussian kernel density (followed by a power-law normalization of its linear mapping to the 0-1 range) of trip
destinations for all vehicles in [10] after preprocessing.
4.1.1 Preprocessing
In order to be somewhat consistent with the data processing performed in similar works [2, 1, 20], we perform additional
filtering to the data provided in [10]:
i Trips being shorter than 100 meters, or less than 4 minutes, are dropped.
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ii Vehicles with a trip history shorter than 30 days, or with a frequency of less than 1 trip per day, are dropped
(guarantees at least 30 distinct trips per user).





















Average distance of trip






















Average duration of trip
Figure 2: Average distance (left) and average duration (right) of the trips considered in the dataset.
After the preprocessing, about 55% out of the original trips and 66% out of the vehicles remain (74453 out of 134756,
and 473 out of 716 respectively). The remaining trip destinations can be seen in Fig. 1, which shows the power-law
normalization of the values of a Gaussian kernel density estimation after they have been linearly mapped to the range
[0, 1]. We observe that the majority of the trips end in the south-western part of Sweden, i.e., where the vehicles are
also registered. Furthermore, in Fig. 2 the average distance and duration of the remaining trips are shown for each of
the users. Across all users, the average length of a trip is 15.57 km and the average duration is 17.05 min.
4.2 Clustering
By clustering the entire dataset with DBSCAN using the parameters ε = 100 m and m = 2, one can interpret each
cluster as a location that the user has visited at least two times. Fig. 3 illustrates the number of clusters and the
percentage of trips ending in a cluster for all the users in the dataset. On average, the number of found clusters, i.e. K,
is 15.5 and 75.4% of users trips end in this set of clusters.










































Trips ending in candidate location
Figure 3: Offline clustering: Number of clusters found (left) and the percentage of trips ending in a cluster (right) for
the different users in the dataset.
The same experiment is performed using the two variants of the online clustering algorithm. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the
results for variant 1 and variant 2 respectively. The parameters m and ε are the same as for the offline clustering. The
additional parameter r in variant 1 is set to 1/2, and the function DELETEOLDPOINTS(t) is adjusted to remove the
points older than 28 days in both variants. The average number of clusters found and trips ending in the set of clusters
is 13.6 and 64.1% for variant 1 and 13.2 and 64.7% for variant 2.
Both the number of clusters and the percentage of trips ending in a cluster appear to have dropped, although this
can be anticipated. The number of clusters are affected by the fact that non-clustered points are only kept for 28
12
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Trips ending in candidate location
Figure 4: Online clustering - V1: Number of clusters found (left) and the percentage of trips ending in a cluster (right)
for the different users in the dataset.









































Trips ending in candidate location
Figure 5: Online clustering - V2: Number of clusters found (left) and the percentage of trips ending in a cluster (right)
for the different users in the dataset.
days. Furthermore, by storing the clusters as centroids, the possibility of merging two nearby clusters increases. The
percentage of trips ending in a cluster is affected by the number of clusters, but perhaps even more by the fact that the
assignment of labels is done in an online way. This means that the first point to appear where a cluster is going to be
formed will never be counted.
Another way that one can evaluate the online clustering algorithms is to look at the evolution of the rand score, mutual
information, and v-measure score [9, 19, 17]. All these metrics compare the predicted cluster labels of each trip with
the true labels and yield a score that is upper limited by 1, where a score of 1 indicates a perfect match. The true labels
in this comparison are those obtained from the offline clustering algorithm, when run on the full dataset, i.e. on all
available trips for each user.
In Figs. 6 and 7, one can see the performance using these metrics for the two variants of the online clustering algorithms.
In general, we observe that the average of all metrics appears to increase as more trips are processed, as expected. Once
again, it is important to emphasize that the cluster labels of the online clustering algorithms are produced in an online
manner.
Another interesting aspect is the similarity between the true clusters and those found by the online clustering algorithms
after considering the full trip history. This can be done by computing the labels of the online clustering algorithm after
it has been trained on the full trip history. The histogram in Fig. 8 shows the difference between the two clustering
variants. Using the same metrics, one can see that the clusters obtained from the first variant are more similar to the true
ones, since it yields consistently higher scores.
On average, the first variant yields the scores [0.953, 0.947, 0.963] for the mutual information, rand score and v-measure
score, respectively. The second variant gives the average scores [0.931, 0.925, 0.945]. Thus, it seems that on average
13
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Figure 6: Evolution of the mutual information, the rand score and the v-measure score using the first variant of the
online clustering algorithm.



























Figure 7: Evolution of the mutual information, the rand score and the v-measure score using the second variant of the
online clustering algorithm.
the clusters that are found by the first variant are more similar to the true clusters than the second variant, albeit only
slightly. Interestingly, if one instead looks at the minimum values, i.e. the worst performance amongst the different
users, the first variant gives [0.835, 0.739, 0.869], whereas the second variant yields [0.631, 0.452, 0.687]. Thus, in the
worst case scenario, the clusters obtained from the first variant appears to be more stable as well.
4.3 Evaluation of entire framework
For the purpose of investigation the full framework, the first 80% of each users trip history is used to create a training set,
leaving the rest for testing. A clustering algorithm is run to produce Csu and C
d
u for the training set, and the transitions
are used to estimate the parameters of the distributions.
4.3.1 Offline setting
If the starting location is an outlier, i.e. csu = −1, the distribution p(cdu) is used to predict the destination by
k∗ = arg maxk∈Mu p(c
d
u = k). If c
s
u is not an outlier, i.e. c
s
u = j where j ∈ Mu, the prediction is done as
k∗ = arg maxk∈Mu p(c
d
u = k | csu = j). In other words, the prediction always corresponds to the cluster with the
highest probability, excluding the outliers.
By evaluating the accuracy of the predictions, we find that out of all trips, the proposed model is able to predict the
next destination in 36.15% of the cases on average. Looking only at the trips that end in one of the clusters, i.e. those
that can actually be predicted, the accuracy increases to 56.22% on average. The distributions of the accuracy over the
different users in both cases are displayed in Fig. 9.
4.3.2 Online setting
We evaluate the online setting, including both the clustering and the prediction model, on the same data as in
the offline case, i.e. when testing on the last 20% of each users trip history. This yields similar results to the
offline setting. For the Bayesian model the prediction is always made as the cluster with the highest probability,
excluding the outliers. If the source csu(i) = −1, i.e. it is an outlier, the distribution of pi(cdu) is used to predict
k∗ = arg maxk∈Mu(i) pi(c
d
u = k). Instead, if c
s
u(i) is not an outlier, i.e. c
s
u(i) = j with j ∈ Mu(i), the prediction
14
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V-measure Score Variant 1
Variant 2
Figure 8: Comparison of the clusters obtained from the two clustering variants after considering the full trip history.








































Trips ending in candidate locations
Figure 9: Offline setting: Prediction accuracy of the different users if considering all trips (left) and only trips ending in
candidate locations (right).
is made according to k∗ = arg maxk∈Mu(i) pi(c
d
u = k | csu = j). Similarly, the expert model also excludes outliers
in the prediction, by not considering the outliers in the set of available actions when selecting an expert. The expert
model corresponding to pi(cdu) is used when c
s
u(i) = −1, and the models conditioned on the starting locations are used
otherwise.
In Fig. 10, the distribution of the accuracy is shown for both prediction models, as well as the two clustering variants. In
general, upon visual inspection the different configurations appear to perform equally well. Furthermore, the accuracy
for all trips, as well as for the subset of trips ending in a candidate location, look similar to the histograms presented
for the offline setting. The Bayesian model using the first clustering variant has an average accuracy of 37.51% and
56.05% for all trips and trips ending in candidate locations, respectively. Instead, using the Bayesian model with the
second clustering variant one obtains 38.26% and 56.12% for the two cases. Finally, using the expert prediction model
yields 37.22% and 55.61% with the first clustering variant, and 38.05% and 55.84% with the second clustering variant.
Regardless of prediction configuration, these results are comparable to the offline version, with only minor deviations.
4.3.3 Regret
The regret for several clusters with a large number of trips are shown in Fig. 11 for both the Bayesian model and the
Expert algorithm using the two clustering variants. The regret is split into the state-space error and the distribution error.
For comparison, we consider three baselines:
- Baseline, where we only use the distribution of p(cdu), i.e. never conditioning on the source of a trip.
- ExpWeights, which is the exponential weights algorithm [3].
- Greedy, that is a greedy variant of the Bayesian model, i.e. we select the most likely options with 100%
confidence.
Looking at these three examples, we observe that the Bayesian model and the expert algorithm outperform the alternative
methods.
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Figure 10: Online setting: Prediction accuracy of the different users if considering all trips (left) and only trips ending
in candidate locations (right) for the proposed online prediction models.



















































































































































Figure 11: Hellinger regret for the Bayesian method and the expert algorithm, compared to three baselines: Non-
conditioned distribution, Exponential Weights algorithm, and a Greedy algorithm.
We also observe the impact of the online clustering variant on the performance. In the first example (device 298, cluster
2) the second clustering variant helps to decrease the distribution error, without increasing the state-space error. The
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reason is that this variant assigns most of the early trips to the different clusters, since the clusters generated by this
variant covers a larger area. However, this could also be a disadvantage, which is the case for the last example (device
948, cluster 2). In this example, two clusters are merged, which punishes the state-space error heavily. In general, most
cases behave similar to the second example (device 685, cluster 1), where the two clustering variants yield a similar
performance.
Lastly, in Fig. 11 we also observe a sub linear behaviour for the complete error in all the three examples, which indicates
that learning improves over time. This is true for essentially all examples of devices/clusters that have a sufficient trip
history. As an example, in Fig. 12 one can see the Hellinger regret for the Bayesian model with the first clustering
variant for all devices/clusters with 41-100 trips. The sub linearity can clearly be observed for all examples. Such a
behavior is usually expected from a proper online learning paradigm.

















































Hellinger regret - Clustering V1 + Bayesian
Figure 12: Hellinger regret for the Bayesian model with the first clustering variant.
5 Conclusion
We developed a unified online framework for trip destination prediction, i.e. (i) clustering and (ii) prediction model.
The online prediction models are generic and can easily be adapted to other offline prediction models in the Bayesian
settings that has been studied, e.g. conditioned on additional attributes.
For this purpose, we first proposed two novel online clustering algorithm and two different online prediction models.
The clustering algorithms are online adaptation of the offline DBSCAN method, where the clusters are stored as
centroids. The first prediction models is an online adaptation of the Bayesian model conditioned on starting position,
whereas the second option is an adaption of an expert algorithm.
In the following, we evaluated the online clustering algorithms and the full online framework on a real world trip
dataset. The clustering methods the most important clusters of the offline solution. We also demonstrated that the full
framework yields consistent results with the offline model on unseen data.
Finally, we introduced a new evaluation metric for the online framework, which is able to distinguish between
distributional error and state-space error, i.e to distinguish between the error from the clustering and the prediction.
With sufficient trip histories we showed that the proposed methods converge to a probability distribution resembling the
true underlying distribution and enjoy a lower regret than all of the baselines.
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